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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Location 2: Town Centre
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 10 June 3pm
Duration of Visit: 2hr
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07904301444

The Premises:

Nice house near bus station where you can park. She is still decorating! Very safe area. Braintree
town centre is difficult the first time so allow extra for learning.

The Lady:

Plump busty indian girl, but very light skinned so she is often mistaken for Greek or Turkish. An
attractive, chatty, friendly girl.

The Story:

Greeted at the door by Jas in a short skirt, stockings and transparent top. Followed her upstairs,
nice view. Sorted the cash out first, then started passionate kissing while we slowly undressed each
other. We sort of fell onto the bed, more kissing, oral both ways, eventually sex in several positions
before I mistakenly thought I was about to cum so pulled out and pulled the condom off for Jas to
finish me off. In fact I had some way to go so was treated to a prolonged blowjob that finished with
me cumming in her mouth, and she didn't spill a drop as they say.

After a short break it was time for round two. I was Jas' first client following her holiday break and
she really needed a good seeing to she told me.... well she got it. After that we kissed, cuddled and
chatted while the clouds flew past outside the window. Unfortunately I was tight for time so had to
pass on round three, not that Jas showed any inclination at all to throw me out.

A lovely chatty, intelligent lady with a very warm personality. I will be back for more lovemaking to
Luther Vandross the very next time I use Stansted airport, the back entrance is only 15 mins in the
car from Jas' place.

Jas will maybe be a bit big for some guys but she gave up smoking this year and now has to adjust,
which she says she is going to do. She's great as she is but with a few pounds off would be
sensational.
She also offers A but that would be ?50 more and with her oral skills who needs that?

Thanks for a great time Jas, see you soon
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